_ presczltobservational evh:le1_c_, for the g_;nerationof Lailgmllir e,vclope solitons in the source regions of solar type Ill radio bursts. The solitons appear to be formed by electron beams which excite either the modulational instability or oscillatingtwo-stream instability (OTSI). Millisecond data from the Ulysses Unified Radio and Plasma Wave Experiment (URAP) show that Langmuir waves associated with type Ill bursts occur as broad intense peaks with time scales ranging from 1.5
Introduction
. et el., 1992; Theissen and Kellogg, 1993] . As seen in Figure  2 , the Langmuir wa_'e events show random fluctuations in the beginning and a broad intense peak in the middle, after --. 500 milliseconds.
Step N, the number of linear growth times can be estimated from N __ In p, where p is ratio of the peak electric field amplitude of the broad peak ( Figure  2) to the thermal background which is approximately an order of magnitude lower than the instrumental background.
Here. we note that no self-consistent procedure is available for incorporating the collisionless dissipation in the threshold criterion (2), however, it is most likely that the dissipation processes slightly increase the modulational instability thresholds in comparison to those estimates obtained from Eqn (2). In the present case, the observed ral;io of p "-., 10 a corresponds to Y; ---7. So, for A_:_/c_ = 0.1.5 [Linet al. 1986 ] and .V .--, 7. we obtain AkL/kt, " 7 x I0 -a. For typical beam speeds, cb ",-6 × 10 r ms -t [Erg_,n et al.. 1998 ], and the observed values of the electron plasma frequencies fp, 
wh,'re tlto ion sottnd speed c, is d¢'fim'd its:
['2
Wit, ho_tt loss of generality, one can take -/_ = 1 and "h = 5/2.
The solutions ['or equations (4) and (.5) can be written as: 
and -E -I =hE. /, From equation (15) . the phase of the envelope can be obtained as: •1/:
where 12 is some constant frequency.
By" using O21Or 2 --+ MO2/d( 2 and/)_/0:2 ---+ 02/0_ "_ in equation (5), we obtain Ea n = -I -,'1,I_"
By substituting n and cO(r,_) fi'om equations ([8) and (17) 
M_ o(_, _) = -n,-+ '-5-'
(1 r) 
The solution of this equation, which decreases as _' -+ -t-oo can be written as [ Tsytovich, 1995] : 
where Ec is the anaplitude of the envelope and ELo is its peak amplitude. M " q rn,:
II l"c,r,.nv,.I,_p,: solitons with specd_L -.. L_. the nonlinear frt,q,u:ttcy shift bcco.,,,s:
i.e., the nonlinear frequency shift w v is due to the dispersion (first term in (29)) as well as the ponderomotive effects (second term in (29) 
i.e., ko " kL for V = _q. The soliton width S is related to normalized peak energy as (equation (26)): (26) and (27), we obtain cosh (,5o.2/b) = 0.2 for (S0._/::,') = 2.29. i.e., for t = 0 and .r -,+ S0.2. By using this, we can write the 0.2-power width of the envelope soliton as:
Thus, we obtain: So._ "_ 6.7 (neT,/WL)_/_ Ao, "-" 5.1(n_T_/WL)'/2 AD, and --, [1978] have found an analytical one-dimensional soliton (planar) for equation (34) as:
where S is the thickness of the pancake as given by equation (35), the local magnetic field is assumed to directed along z-axis. The stability of these solitons against the transverse perturbations has been studied By several authors [Rowland, 1985; Kuznetsov, Rubenchik and Zakharov, 1986; Hadzievski et al., 1990; Hadzievski and Skoric, 1991] .
The linear growth rate of the soliton instability is [A'uznetsov, Rubenchik and Zakhavov, 1986; Hadzievski et al., 1990 ]: 'l'h,.j,,pp,L ,l,_,l .ll,l,'l)o,t,atl, 19981. 
